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Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets Communications Strategic Guidance and Growth Goals
December 1, 2021
Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets Communications Team, Strategy and Continuity
Since 2016, the Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets has been home to an accomplished communications team, capable of
managing a broad platform of messaging channels and media creation while developing and implementing an integrated messaging strategy.
The following document sets in place a strategic structure and plan for utilizing these messaging channels and the Agency Communications
Team.
Strategic Summary: The Agency has had great success in developing, managing and proliferating our communications to the public. Since 2017
we have created and encouraged a re-envisioning of what a government agency’s communications activities could be, and ultimately should be.
In 2021 we have reached a threshold of platforms that not only speaks to broad agriculture audiences, but more specific micro communities.
This is an important service for our constituents, but brings with it new challenges, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coordinating consistency of messaging across all platforms;
Ensuring all messaging is consistent with Governor’s and Secretary’s initiatives and policies;
Maintaining Agriview as the flagship messaging platform for VAAFM constituents;
Managing the workload required for the creation and maintenance of new platforms (newsletters, blogs, etc.)
Managing the workload required to create new messaging content (posts, videos, etc.);
Reviewing content before messaging reaches the public.

These challenges are addressed here with an eye toward the future and the potential of more platforms to be created. The Agency supports the
simplest communications strategy that supports and accommodates all of these concerns, but does not discourage or hinder any program from
pursuing unique messaging and/or creating new platforms to speak to their constituents.
How best to do this and maintain a coherent and cohesive message across all of our platforms, programs, divisions and policies?
Below is a presentation of our current messaging platforms, how they are utilized and how they often integrate with each other. These
presentations will provide the reader an understanding of our current communications strategy, but also color the conversation about how we
continue to grow and collaborate together. How do we manage a larger output of messaging platforms and ensure their continuity? How do we
create new platforms yet integrate them into the current communications scheme? How do we ensure all messages and platforms work
together toward a common VAAFM communications goal? What is that goal?
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2021 Agency Communications Headlines















VAAFM Communications channels have increased 47% since 2017 (see charts pages 17 & 18);
VAAFM’s website updates have brought new language and connectivity for the public to the Agency;
Social Media growth has been exponential since 2017 – Instagram added;
You Tube channel activity is extensive, supplying video availability for Agency messaging;
Agriview continues to be the flagship messaging platform for the Agency to include grant required messaging;
Agriview now has a more common digital presence;
Press Release activity is regularly utilized by traditional media;
Traditional media know how to research new stories based on our press release and social media activity, especially Twitter and
Facebook;
The new Agriculture Development Newsletter has been well received since the pandemic;
New blogs and newsletters have augmented audience specific messaging;
Upon launch of new ‘Field Notes’ newsletter from Food Safety, Consumer Protection, immediately surpassed 100 subscribers;
Dairy Business Innovation Center newsletter and blog launched;
Hemp Program blog has posted regularly since the end of 2020;
A Teams based “Communications Whiteboard” was introduced as a location for all Agency personnel to submit Agency
communications ideas into an editorial calendar for the Communications team to utilize for Agriview, social media, videos, etc..

Agency Communications Platforms and Elements:
Website
The VAAFM website experienced an update in 2018 to include a reshaping of the public-facing user experience, language, imagery and
information available for all programs and elements of the Agency. An integrated process was undertaken by employees to edit and modernize
all content. This process highlighted the importance of this platform in communicating vital programmatic information to constituents and the
general public.
Each Division of the Agency is required to have one website manager at a minimum that is trained to edit content on that Division’s web pages.
Each Director is asked to monitor the content of their Divisions web pages to maintain that only appropriate and timely information is available
to the public and constituents.
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The Communications Director is tasked with monitoring and assisting Agency web editors as needed to maintain the websites presence as an
authoritative source of information, messaging and news about the Agency of Agriculture.
All Division and program home pages (such as Hemp Program, Water Quality) will utilize widget navigation to limit the amount of verbiage on
the initial landing areas of the website. This allows users to navigate based on simple search terms and ideas. All pages must include an
accompanying left-side menu link. Appropriate and relevant imagery should be considered and utilized on the website wherever and whenever
possible.
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Press Release
A Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets press release is a tool that allows the Agency to leverage its relationships with outside
media organizations to deliver a message to a large audience through their established broadcasting platforms. This tool should be utilized
whenever there is an Agency message that impacts a large portion of the Vermont public, or has a significant impact to an important element of
Vermont’s economy, culture, industry or lifestyle.
A press release should be designed to inject the “Who, What, Where, Why, When and How” elements of an Agency message into the editorial
atmosphere of Vermont media and other public facing media organizations who have requested receipt of VAAFM press releases. A press
release must contain a simple version of the message and idea that allows for easy consumption by any person who reads the release or any
edited version of it. It also should be constructed to engage interested media and reporters in exploring further to potentially expand and
advance the message into a public facing news story that helps further explain the importance of the news to the public and beyond.
The content of a press release should be designed in a “pyramid” construction, with the most important information “at the top” or beginning of
the release, to include the headline and secondary headline:
$1 Million Dollars Now Available for Produce Safety Improvements
This should be followed by a secondary headline that provides some more context to the topic:
Vermont Produce Growers can apply for up to $50K in grants for equipment and training assistance
This should be followed by a first paragraph and following content that expands on both headlines with important details.
“November 1, 2019 | Montpelier, VT - The Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets (VAAFM) is now accepting applications for the
Vermont Produce Improvement Grant program. Produce Safety Improvement Grants (PSIG) can partially defray the costs of implementing onfarm food safety practices to help vegetable and fruit growers transition to compliance with the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) Produce
Safety Rule and/or meet market demands for on-farm food safety.
Awards will range from $10,000 to $50,000. PSIG funds can be used for any of the following, but are not limited to: harvest, wash, pack, and
storage supplies; wash/pack area construction or renovation; monitoring/control devices; handwashing stations; cleaning/sanitization tools;
health and hygiene signage; compost/manure handling improvements; and materials and systems to improve training and record-keeping.”
A quote from appropriate Agency official(s) can be added:
““Vermont farmers are dedicated to quality and community,” remarks Agriculture Secretary Anson Tebbetts. “By investing in produce safety
improvements, growers can improve operational efficiencies, reach new markets, and improve the quality of their end products.”
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Links should be added that allow the reader of the release to discover further information about the topic, which allows the press release to
contain only the most important relevant information:
•

Visit agriculture.vermont.gov/ProduceSafetyGrants to download the FY2020 PSIG Request for Applications (RFA).

An Agency program or division contact should be provided for further inquiries:
Questions related to Produce Safety Improvement Grants or the FSMA Produce Safety Rule should be directed to Gina Clithero at (802) 5856225 or AGR.FSMA@vermont.gov.
Once the content of a press release has been determined by the program or division in which it pertains, the release must be forwarded to the
Communications Director for final review. The content will be configured to fit the Agency format (please see next page), and any quotes
needed will be approved. If edits are needed, those changes will be sent back to the originator of the release to ensure they do not change the
meaning or validity of the information. Once any edits are approved by all officials, a release date and time will be determined.
In conjunction with the dispersal of the press release through the Agency media listserv, the press release will also be populated to the Agency
website under “VAAFM News”, the Agency social media platforms Facebook and Twitter, and also in the Agency print publication, Agriview.
Please see the following page for a visual example of an Agency press release with accompanying explanations of the different elements and
structure.
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Press Release Design Template
Agency Logo
Header – Owner of Release Information
Contact – the Agency representative whom the media or
public should reach out to for more information.
Headline – Simple summary of the topic of the press release
Secondary Headline – Simple Summary of the context of the
press release topic
Date/Place – Date of release and Agency location.
Content – The body of the press release should contain a
brief description of the topic, who/what is impacted, why it is
important, and how people can become involved and/or how
to find out more information. If the announcement involves
a program with money attached, this should always be listed
transparently.
Quote(s) – Include pre-approved quotes from appropriate
Agency official(s).
Links – Always include links to the Agency website if
applicable, more information, documents, imagery, etc.
For Questions – Include Agency contacts for questions
Social Media – Include links to Agency social media platforms
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Agriview
Agriview is a monthly publication of the Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets. Its mission is to educate and inform Vermonters
about issues, events, information and discussions that impact the state's agricultural industry and the people that work in it. Initially printed in
1938, Agriview has been performing this mission uninterrupted for 83 years and counting. In an age of digital platforms, Agriview continues to
be printed in newspaper format and mailed to folks at home, where they can enjoy a cup of coffee and the Agriview paper, just like many of
their grandparents did.

Each member of the Agency of Agriculture should consider Agriview a top priority for messaging to their constituents and the general public. It
is the platform that represents the Agency and all its programming, regulatory authority, grants and guidance for Vermont’s agriculture industry.
Many Agency programs are required to place articles in Agriview to meet funding objectives, and this allows the newspaper to be relevant and
topical. The editorial staff are always searching for new ideas and stories from Agency staff. No idea should be considered too small or large,
insignificant or meaningful, or unimportant. If we are unaware of an idea or story, then there’s no chance it can be used in Agriview.
**Please note, the deadline to submit content for Agriview is the first calendar day of each month, FOR THE FOLLOWING MONTH’S EDITION.
For example, the deadline for the September edition is August 1.
View Agriview Online
Agriview content is highly variable, meaning from short to long, from happy and sentimental to serious, informational, regulatory and
introspective. We are looking for any story that relates to the Agency’s responsibilities and Vermont agriculture. All Agriview content can be
repurposed for other areas of Agency messaging as well, such as social media or driving press interest, so the more content the editorial staff
has to choose from the better. As part of an overall strategic communications plan for the Vermont Agency of Agriculture, placing and
suggesting new content should be a high priority for all employees.
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Agriview All-Access
Arriving in January of 2022 is ‘Agriview All-Access’, a newsletter format email that will reach current Agriview subscribers, be shared on social
media and our website. This new version of Agriview will attempt to grow the digital subscriber audience by providing some actual content from
the newspaper within the email itself, but lead readers to the full Agriview edition online. The hope is that those who follow the links will
subscribe to Agriview, and perhaps subscribe to the home delivered newspaper itself.

Included in this email will be a link to all Agency communications platforms, highlighting the newsletters created by the Agriculture Development
and Animal Health / Food Safety Divisions. This is an effort to educate the Agriview audience about other information platforms available to
them, and to grow the subscriber base of all these different platforms. Important programmatic blogs will also be promoted as well, ensuring
exposure for all Agency messaging platforms to non-constituent audiences.

Ultimately, any digital presence of Agency Communications will be leveraged to
grow our overall reach for important messaging to the public, with a focus on
reaching folks who do not consider themselves part of the Vermont agricultural
landscape. However, maintaining the Agriview home delivery for the many
Vermonters that still depend on this publication for their Vermont agricultural
updates and information is a high priority for the foreseeable future.
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Social Media
The Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets manages a number of different social media platforms.
All social media is managed by a small group of Agency employees. This allows for concise message creation and management, review and
approvals, strategy and planning. While some messaging on social media is planned and implemented based on strategic objectives, other
messaging is organic, unplanned and proactive. It is important to identify your social media manager if you have a post suggestion or idea.
The Agency social media platforms include: Facebook; Twitter; Instagram and YouTube. Each serves a distinct purpose in connecting the Agency
with the public. Please follow the links below to view each platform online.
Facebook: Reaches a primarily older demographic, but is followed by a broad cross-section of constituents and social media users. The
Agency utilizes all manner of messages, stories, media postings, events, regulatory information, images and agriculture related
information to develop posts. Facebook also has the most interactive audience with the Agency, with folks often asking questions or
reaching out with concerns to the Agency.
Twitter: Reaches a refined audience of the public, with officials, legislators, public officers, scientists, media and other entities
monitoring the Agency for news, information and updates about Agency issues.
Instagram: Reaches a younger demographic and is the Agency platform that is growing at the greatest rate. Most posts are image
oriented and create a narrative of sentiment and scene, rather than a regulatory and information based story line. The Agency still uses
Instagram for information based posts, but the audience is less interested in that information than sentiment based imagery.
You Tube: This platform houses all of our important public-facing video messaging. It is available to the public but is mostly used to
upload content, then link to the content from other internet locations, or embed the videos on other web pages.
You Tube
Instagram

Facebook
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Videos and Imagery
All Agency communications should include a descriptive image, images or video. In today’s media environment, a picture speaks 1000 words,
especially when many consumers of media are often only looking at headlines and images. These elements can draw a consumer into a
narrative that grows the understanding of the Agency.
Videos are another level of the image driven communication. They can augment your message with a visual story that lets people see and
connect with you and your programs, and the people you serve. This message delivery can be short or long, and contain interviews and
activities that deliver a powerful message.
The Agency is equipped with a wide array of video production capacity along with the skills and experience to produce any type of Agency video
communication needed. This includes:










Multiple still and video cameras
GoPro
Wireless microphones
Lighting
Tripod and gimbal mounts
Drone
Non-Linear Editing equipment
Professional storytelling training through NPPA
Combined 50-years’ experience in video storytelling

You can find all Agency videos on our YouTube channel. We also populate many of these videos on social media and our website.
Video is a requisite element of any modern communications platform and should be considered by all Agency programs as a way to familiarize
your constituents and the general public with your programs and its important goals.
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Video Production Process:
Our video production manager is VAAFM Communications Specialist Trevor Audet. Please work with him following the below process to fulfill
your video messaging needs:
1. Pitch video idea
a. Draft one sentence that defines the message we want to convey in a 2-3 minute video.
b. Determine the subject(s) we should interview that best relay message.
c. Video elements: What do we have? What can we gather from sources? What do we need to go out and get?
d. Timing: What time of year is best to gather elements? Is there a deadline?
2. Video pitch reviewed by Communications Team
3. Work with Communications Team to schedule interviews, B-roll shoot
4. Editing Process begins
a. Schedule at least one week for editing
5. DRAFT of video produced
a. DRAFT reviewed by Secretary, Communications Team, Project Manager and subjects interviewed
6.
7.
8.
9.

Final edits made
Final review
Video posted on YouTube, Social Media channels
Dropbox download link, posted video links shared with partners

For those that wish to begin the video production process by submitting a Video Request Form, please visit: ADD LINK TO SHARE DRIVE
To discuss your needs or ideas directly, please contact Trevor at Trevor.Audet@vermont.gov or call 802-522-4725
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VAAFM News
VAAFM News is a function of the Agency’s website and serves as a bulletin board for Agency news. It is located on the Agency homepage and
houses all manner of VAAFM messaging, to include press releases, program updates, Secretary Op-Ed’s and other “news” items for the Agency.
This blog is utilized as the Agency news feed for anyone who comes to the VAAFM website looking for the latest information from the Agency.
Any important information from across the Agency should be considered for inclusion in this feed. Please contact Scott Waterman with any
content or questions about VAAFM News.
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Newsletters
Currently, the Agency fields three newsletters through email:





Agriview Publication – Agency monthly
‘Field Notes’ – Food Safety, Consumer Protection quarterly
Agriculture Development – weekly
Northeast Dairy Business Innovation Center - quarterly

Each newsletter is a potential story-telling mechanism, but also drives the receiver to other online resources. This provides an opportunity to
utilize narrative story-telling bridging to programmatic and regulatory information that is often unknown by the Agency’s constituents. Because
each newsletter has a separate set of subscribers who desire a particular subset of Agency information, it is important for these newsletters to
promote themselves to those constituents.

Agriview is the Agency’s
flagship communication
platform, and includes
information about all
Agency programs.

The Agriculture Development
newsletter focuses on
business and market growth
opportunities, grants,
training, education and other
opportunities for agriculture
growth in Vermont.
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‘Field Notes’ is produced quarterly by the Food
Safety, Consumer Protection Division, and focuses on
information and programming impacting their
regulatory duties. Inside, you will find stories that
describe how their inspectors work and interact with
their constituents.

Blogs
The Agency currently fields two “blogs”:



Northeast Dairy Business Innovation Center
Hemp Program

The current Agency blogs provide commentary on particular subjects and topics, specifically the Northeast Dairy Business Innovation Center and
the Hemp Program. These blogs are specifically designed to be topical and timely with important program information for constituents that
follow the blog topic and maintain contact with these programs. Each program manager and staff generate the content and post to the
Agency’s website. Each blog post can then be shared on social media to expand the reach of the information, and potentially expand the
audience of the blog as well as diversify the information offered on the Agency’s social media platforms.
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Earned Media
“Earned Media” is a reference to a story told by a traditional media outlet about your particular item of interest. A story compiled by a reporter
on television, newspaper, radio or online news source usually involves an interview, background information and connection with a person or
industry impacted by the subject at hand. Earned media can often be spurred by an Agency press release, but can also be “earned” by reaching
out to a reporter or editor with a story idea.
Working with the media can often be a challenge, depending on the topic and the timeline. Media requests or interest can often be sudden and
operate on short deadlines, requiring an Agency employee to step out of their current workflow to address the request. Part of the Agency’s
Communications Plan is to refer any media request to the Communications Director and Communications Team so that office can assist you with
managing our response. Approved information and interview opportunities should flow from your Division Director and the Administration, but
interviews are preferred to be conducted by any Agency employee who is involved in the requested story.
Media requests should be viewed as an opportunity to tell your story through and with a third-party communicator and embraced as another
way to pass along important Agency information to our constituents, and the general public. Media organizations retain an audience that is
usually compiled of broad cross-sections of the general public. More importantly, if they are reaching out to us, it means they are following up
on a story idea they believe is of interest to their readers or viewers. Alternatively, if we can create interest in a story idea about our
programming with a media organization, we can utilize their narrative to support our messaging with their audience.
If you receive a media request, please follow these steps:







Forward request to your Director and the Communications Director;
Acknowledge receipt: “Thank you for reaching out. The Agency’s Communications Director will respond to your inquiry shortly”;
Communications Director will request deadline and ensure topic understanding;
Define request with your Director: Who should be speaking to the media? Are you the right person or someone else?;
Supply the Communications Director with the name and availability of the interview person;
Once an Agency plan is formulated an interview time and place will be confirmed.

If you have a story or important news item that media may be interested in, please follow these steps:
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Approach your Director with this idea;
Refine your plan for interacting with the media and reporter;
Contact the Communications Director/Communications Team to explore the idea and plan;
Determine the best course of action for contacting the media;
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Agency Communications Whiteboard
The “Agency Communications Whiteboard” is a Teams based communications planning environment and serves a number of purposes:
To visualize and inform Agency staff of our overall shared communications efforts, planning and ideas via a virtual platform.
To visualize and inform the editorial needs of Agriview for each month of the year.
To provide a location for Agency Managers and Directors to provide topical and timely communications ideas, events and upcoming needs.
First, here is the link for the new calendar: Communications Whiteboard
The Communications Whiteboard attempts to visualize what communications are available for these platforms:
1)
Agriview
2)
Social Media
3)
Press Releases
4)
Events
5)
Program Announcements (ie. application and deadline schedules)
6)
Newsletters
7)
Website
8)
VAAFM News Blog





The Communications Whiteboard should also be utilized by Directors and Program Managers to suggest and request communications
for their respective programs and divisional responsibilities. Called “Tasks” within the Teams environment, this would be the process in
which the Agency can add to the overall body of communications needs and opportunities to all aspects of our communications
channels.
This process will also create a more variable and informed story board for our Agriview efforts, which can sometimes be lacking in new
and topical stories. We ask that Directors and Managers work with their respective staff to enter those “Tasks” in the virtual calendar
whiteboard.
This effort will also have the added benefit of informing our internal discussions about communications and educate the entire agency
about efforts occurring within the agency but outside of their normal scope of daily activity.

The effort to organically grow our agency-wide communications environment will only be as successful as the participation in it. Please consider
making the whiteboard a regular part of your weekly or monthly discussions and considerations.
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Agency Communications Strategic Plan and Goals
1. Engage all Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets (Agency) Divisions and Programs with communications opportunities;
2. Engage all Agency employees with communications opportunities and strategic objectives;
3. Provide all Agency employees and programs with the tools needed to facilitate communications process;
a. Assess current tools and modify if needed to ensure simplicity of process.
4. Continue to grow Agency communications platforms with program constituencies in mind;
a. Grow from current 15 platforms to 20.
5. Continue to grow Agriview story opportunities, subscriber base and advertising revenue;
a. Maintain print subscriptions at 1900. Increase if possible.
b. Grow digital subscriptions by 8000 to 13,000.
c. Reach an overall subscriber base of 15,000.
6. Grow Agency social media audience across all utilized platforms;
a. Continue growth of likes, reach and engagement by 25%.
7. Grow audience of Instagram to support access to younger demographic;
a. Grow by 25% to 7000 followers.
8. Grow Newsletter opportunities to optimize availability of Division informational opportunities;
a. Grow from current 2 newsletters to 4.
9. Grow Blogs to focus on specific program informational opportunities;
a. Grow from current 2 blogs to 4.
10. Grow Agency communications through video and online presentations;
11. Refine Agency formats for all communications productions to include Newsletters, Blogs, Documents, Power Points, One-Pagers, etc.
This will include agreed upon formatting, fonts, colors and stock language;
12. Continue to update and refine the Agency website per Communications Team discussions with Agency Directors and Managers;
a. Grow public access to website from current average 1500 page views per day to 2000.
13. Develop an agreed-upon process for creation of new Newsletters, Blogs and other communications platforms that creates a new
messaging effort that fits with the entirety of the Agency Communications efforts.

All goals should be attained by the end of 2025.
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Agency Communications Channels (as a percentage of overall communications - 2017
You Tube
4%

Traditional Media
9%

Press Release
9%

Agriview
37%

VAAFM Website
18%

Twitter
9%
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Facebook
14%

Agency Communications channels (as a percentage of overall communications – April 2021

NE-DBIC Blog
Field Notes Newsletter
1%
1%
Traditional Media
7%

You Tube
7%

Agriview
13%

Agriview
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram

Press Release
7%

VAAFM Website
VAAFM News Blog

NE-DBIC Blog
1%
DBIC Nesletter
3%

Facebook
20%

Hemp Blog
Ag Dev Newsletter
DBIC Nesletter
NE-DBIC Blog

Ag Dev Newsletter
7%

Press Release

Hemp Blog
1%

Traditional Media

Twitter
6%

VAAFM News Blog
7%
VAAFM Website
13%
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Instagram
6%

Field Notes
Newsletter
NE-DBIC Blog
You Tube

Agency Communications: How and Why
All programs and functions of the Agency should consider and develop public facing messaging, from website narratives to social media. Based
on the guidance previously described for each platform, program managers and division directors should consider what information and
narratives are important for the public to have access to that describes and informs the public on the mission and functions of your program for
the Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets. The Agency communications team will be available to you at any time to help with this
process as well as help create and process the content as needed.
But how does one decide what to say and how to say it, and why should you invest your time in the effort?
The simplest answer to these questions is: what do you or your programs feel is the most important aspect of your program and its mission, and
does the general public understand it? If the answer to the first question is not followed by a “yes” to the second question, then you and your
program have an incentive to communicate to the public. It is as important for the general public to understand our different programs and
functions as it is for our constituents and those we regulate, because citizens, leaders and legislators give the Agency its mission and context for
our activities.
Once we know what message or story we should share, how do we create it?
Summarize your message in simple, plain language, in no more than two sentences. In the news journalism business, this is called your
“commitment”. Often, this two sentence narrative might be used as the message you want to put out in social media or another simple
platform. In other instances, it is the starting point to create a narrative that shares your story in a longer format, like an article, webpage or
video. Use the commitment to help refine your content. Simply compare your broader messaging thoughts to your commitment, and see if it
supports the spirit and direction of it.
Once a message or story is ready to share, where do we share it?
Everywhere, is the simplest answer. The most important consideration for determining where to share your message is deciding who your
audience is. Each agency platform has specific audiences that can be accessed. Perhaps your message should be aimed at the general public
through a press release, or maybe it should be targeted to a newsletter reaching a refined constituency. Often times this is your first decision
point for a message: who do you want to reach.
Once that objective has been fulfilled, the next step would be for the Comms Team to leverage that message in other places, to get the most
exposure and reach for the Agency. All Agency communications platforms are suitable for the simplest to the most complicated message, and
every message should have exposure in more than one platform. An Agriview article can be placed on the website, then linked to from a social
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media post. Depending on the story, perhaps a video might be worth considering. Each platforms message or post should in some way be
weaved together with another platform of Agency messaging to reach a broader audience.
Whom do I connect with to start the process?
Each division has an employee that helps develop communications for their programs and functions. The Agency Communications Team works
collaboratively with these employees to assist their development of unique messaging and its placement on Agency platforms. Any of these
people are a great place to start discussing your communications needs and ideas.
Agency Communications Team





Scott Waterman – Director of Communications and Policy
Trevor Audet – Agency Communications Specialist
Terry Smith – Agriview Managing Editor and Print Manager
Faith Raymond – Agriview Editor and Digital Manager

Agriculture/Business Development Division
Vermont Agriculture & Environmental Laboratory


Rebecca Harvey

Working Lands Enterprise Initiative









Trevor Lowell
Kathryn Donovan
Julia Scheier
Ollie Cultrara
Gina Clithero
Emily Lopuski




Nina Gage
Sonia Howlett

Lynn Ellen Schimoler
Plant Health and Agriculture Resource Management
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Water Quality Division

Patti Casey
Stephanie Smith

Food Safety and Consumer Protection




Kristin Haas
Katherine McNamara
Marc Paquette

Agency Marketing/Advertising Planning and Procedures
Many of the Agency’s programs are underwritten by grants and other funding sources that can require public outreach. In other instances, a
program may desire to reach a broader audience with consistent and repeated messaging than what can be achieved with the communications
channels the Agency has established over the last few years. This is when a marketing and advertising plan should be considered.
The first decision program managers should make in this arena is whether the Agency Communications Team can fulfill the work needed for this
messaging effort. What content is needed, how quickly and what types.






What is the message;
What imagery is needed;
What content needs to be created;
What is the timeline for completion;
What is the budget.

These are the basic questions a program must answer to determine next steps. As we have indicated above, the Agency Communications team is
fully capable of handling almost any messaging needs. However, if a timeline is too short or the team is over-booked with other projects, a
program may want to consider hiring an outside vendor to complete the needed work. These considerations should include:









Is the timeline short;
Does the timeline fall in the same period as other Agency projects;
Is there a need for a large amount of new, specific imagery;
Is there a need for a new, crafted and targeted message;
Is there a need for a newly designed logo or brand image;
Is there a need to develop a long-term marketing strategy;
Is there a need for out-of-state or regional marketing and media buying;
Is the budget large enough to pay a vendor for the work and achieve the messaging and marketing goals.

When making these determinations, please connect with the Agency Communications Director to coordinate answers to these various concerns.
If at all possible, working with the Agency Communications Team is preferable to hiring an outside vendor, not only because of the skills,
experience and knowledge the team possesses, but also because that budgetary line item can be directly used to fund more outreach.
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Determining the Preferred Platforms for Marketing and Advertising Outreach
All Agency program messaging should start with content that is created for our free platforms; Agriview, Facebook, website, You Tube,
newsletter, etc. This will ensure we are reaching our core audience and constituencies who regularly listen to our message.
How to reach those who are not our core audience can be a challenge. Determining whom you would like to reach is a question that must be
answered before you determine how to spend money to reach them. Do you produce a :30 second Public Service Announcement (PSA)? A print
ad? A television commercial or a radio spot? There are many options to choose from with many different media organizations that can assist in
reaching broader audiences than we have at our fingertips for free.
Television:






WCAX – home to a large, statewide, multi-demographic audience with a tri-state audience plus Montreal
WPTZ – home to a large, statewide, multi-demographic audience with a Upstate NY advantage
WNVY/WFFF – smaller statewide audience
VPT – statewide audience with limited reach for messaging **
Channel 17 – local programming with a small audience

Here is a full list of television stations in Vermont: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_television_stations_in_Vermont
Each has the potential to reach large areas of the state and broad demographics.
Radio:



WDEV – statewide reach with broad demographics
VPR – statewide reach with limited messaging capacity and smaller demographics **

Here is a full list of Vermont radio stations: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_radio_stations_in_Vermont
Each one has the capacity to reach a micro, hyper-local audience.
** Vermont Public Radio (VPR) and Vermont Public Television (VPT) are publicly funded broadcast corporations that cannot sell advertising in
the traditional way other privately owned broadcast groups can. You cannot buy a :30 second commercial spot on those stations, severely
limiting your messaging ability. VPR and VPT offer a way around this that serves their purpose of raising revenue, but does not co-opt their
mission of public funding. Both VPR and VPT offer underwriting or “sponsorships” that allow a brief, 10 to 15 second, 21 word acknowledgment
that your business, group, agency or other entity sponsors the programming being heard or seen on these channels.
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An example of a VPR underwriting sponsorship is:
“VPR…where programs are funded by the contributions of listeners just like you, thank you. Also funding from Global Village Foods…creating
African inspired meals, samosa’s and snacks in Vermont…available at local co-op stores…GlobalVillageFoods.com“
Actual VPR underwriting message: 11:25am - August 26, 2021

While this kind of message could meet a need in your marketing goals, it comes at a high cost. VPR is one of the more costly media groups to
place a message, mainly because they have a broad statewide reach. So the challenge is to balance the message you can place with VPR against
the cost and the reach. Often times you can achieve a much broader and diverse audience for your budget by utilizing multiple other platforms.
We highly recommend you consider these issues when planning your marketing structure.
Other Platforms to Consider
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You Tube – A great place to reach a broad demographic and geographic audience. Usually consisting of a short, simple video delivering
your message prior to a video that a user pulls up. You can select your geographic reach as well as your demographics. This advertising
also comes with powerful analytics.
Facebook – Also a nice place to advertise as Facebook offers the ability to reach folks outside your Facebook community with ads.
Demographics and analytics are a benefit here as well.
Digital Media – The web offers many places to advertise, but considering the reach of each location is important. Vermont media
organizations have digital advertising opportunities that reach their audience on the laptop, on their phones, website and other digital
locations.
Print Media – traditional print magazines and newspapers offer advertising (like Agriview) that can reach a large audience through
printed media content. It is important to understand the readers of each publication and choose one that has an audience willing to
connect with your message.
Digital Streaming – This is a relatively new concept in advertising and marketing that offers a simple but powerful tool for your
marketing efforts. Vermont’s corporate media organizations, WCAX, WPTZ and WVNY/WFFF offer the ability to place ads in other
markets through streaming mechanisms that reach audiences in markets where their corporations own broadcast and streaming
opportunities. This means you pay WCAX, but your advertising and message can go to a market in North Carolina if the corporation has
a station there. This streaming opportunity is also an option locally on any digital platform offered by these entities.
Marketing Out-of-State – While there are many marketing and advertising opportunities out-of-state, it is very important to assess
whether the money needed to purchase out-of-state marketing will enhance your messaging needs. If you are trying to reach tourists,

this may be a consideration. All the opportunities listed above are available in other urban markets, but are likely to be more expensive
to access.
While this all can seem overwhelming to consider, we suggest that you work backwards in determining your best course of action.
 WHO are you trying to reach?
 WHERE are these folks?
 HOW much money can I dedicate to reaching this audience?
 WHAT is my timeline?
 WHICH course of action best achieves the goals I have set?
Please allow your Agency Communications Team to assist you in discussing these considerations.
Thank you for your consideration and assistance in maintaining and growing our Agency Communications network.
Scott Waterman
VAAFM Communications Director
Scott.Waterman@Vermont.gov
802-622-4662
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